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Abstract Phase equilibria in binary and ternary systems containing o-cresol, p-cresol, carbon dioxide, and ethanol have been investigated experimentally at temperatures between 323.15 K and 473.15 K and pressures ranging from 10 MPa to 35 MPa. The experimental results provide a systematic basis of phase equilibrium data, yielding the effect of temperature on the influence of the position of the methyl groups of cresols that are in phase equilibria with carbon dioxide. Based on the different solubilities of the cresol isomers in carbon dioxide, the separation of o-cresol and p-cresol was investigated. The dependence of the separation factor between both cresol isomers on concentration, temperature, and pressure is obtained from experiments in the ternary system, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide. The influence of ethanol added to each of the binary systems, cresol isomerq carbon dioxide, in order to enhance the solubility of the cresols in the carbon dioxide-rich phase is also shown. The experimental data have been correlated using seven different equations of state, whereof four explicitly account for intermolecular association: Statistical Association Fluid Theory ŽSAFT. by Chapman, Gubbins, Huang and Radosz, the SAFT modification by Pfohl and Brunner for near-critical fluids, a modified cubic-plus-association equation of state ŽCPA EOS. according to the ideas by Tassios et al., and one of the EOS by Anderko. The mixing rule proposed by Mathias, Klotz, and Prausnitz, with two binary interaction parameters per binary system influencing intermolecular attractive forces, is used for all EOS as a basis for an objective comparison of the EOS. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Vapor–liquid equilibria; Mixture; Data; Equation of state; Association; Carbon dioxide; Cresols
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1. Introduction Pfohl et al. w1x experimentally investigated high-pressure phase equilibria in systems containing hydroxymethylbenzenes, supercritical carbon dioxide, and water at 373.15 K and 10 MPa–30 MPa. The comparison of the phase behaviour of the hydroxymethylbenzeneq carbon dioxide systems with methylbenzeneq carbon dioxide systems leads to the conclusion that association of the hydroxy group is responsible for the differences in the phase behaviour. In agreement with Monte Carlo simulations by Iwai et al. w2x for carbon dioxideq hydroxymethylbenzene mixtures and experimental and Moorthi w3x on the miscibility of alkylphenols with non-polar hydrocarbons, studies by Ksia˛zczak ˙ the experimental data led to the conclusion that methyl groups in ortho-position of hydroxy groups lead to screen actions of the methyl group against the hydroxy group. However, these phase equilibria had been correlated very well using the equations of state Ž EOS. by Peng and Robinson w4x, not giving evidence that the Peng–Robinson Ž PR. EOS, which does not explicitly account for association, has deficiencies when modelling equilibria with the associating hydroxymethylbenzenes and water. In the present study, further high pressure phase equilibria containing the same hydroxymethylbenzenes and carbon dioxide have been determined experimentally. Equilibria have been determined at other temperatures and in mixtures with ethanol. Based on the previous and present data, limits of the PR-EOS are shown here. Finally, calculation results using several different EOS explicitly accounting for association are compared with the results of the PR-EOS and two other cubic EOS not accounting for association. Similar to numerous comparisons in the low-pressure range in literature that show benefits of the EOS explicitly accounting for association, this investigation was intended to show the benefits of these EOS when modelling high-pressure equilibria with associating and supercritical compounds. The results, however, point in another direction.



2. Experimental setup The high-pressure apparatus ŽFig. 1. used in this work is a further modification of the apparatus used for earlier work w1x and described in detail there. The apparatus consists of two high-pressure stainless steel bombs Žbuffer s 300 cm3, equilibrium cell s 1100 cm3 . immersed in a temperaturecontrolled liquid bath. The equilibrium cell is equipped with a motor-driven aerating stirrer Ž Buddeberg, Mannheim, Germany. and three capillaries Ž i.d.s 0.25 mm. , allowing sampling up to three coexisting phases. The capillaries of the equilibrium autoclave and the sampling valves are held at the same temperature as the equilibrium autoclave with electric heatings. Each of the two autoclaves is equipped with a rupture disc, a pressure gauge, a pressure transducer, and Ni–CrNi thermocouples. Both autoclaves can be filled with molten cresols after evacuation. A pressure of up to 35 MPa can be attained by liquefying carbon dioxide and pumping it into the autoclaves with a supercritical fluid chromatography module Ž PM101, NWA, Lorrach, Germany. and a syringe pump Ž 260D, ISCO, ¨ Lincoln, NE. . Fluids like ethanol which cannot be sucked into the hot autoclaves because of their high vapor pressures, are also pumped with the syringe pump. The heaviest phase in the buffer can be connected to the middle or the bottom of the equilibrium cell via valves V17X and V17. Both lines are inside the fluid bath. The top phase in the buffer autoclave can be connected to the bottom of a third
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Fig. 1. High-pressure apparatus. The equilibrium cell ŽEQ. and a buffer ŽBU. are inside a fluid bath. The equilibrium cell is equipped with a magnetic-coupled aerating stirrer and three sampling capillaries. A microprocessor-controlled syringe pump ŽSP. can hold the whole apparatus at constant pressure.



autoclave Ž 300 cm3 . not inside the bath, which can be kept at constant pressure by the microprocessor-controlled syringe pump pumping carbon dioxide into it at the top. This third autoclave only serves as a buffer minimizing the amount of aromatic compounds diffusing from the hot autoclaves into the pump. The samples from the carbon dioxide-rich phase are expanded to subatmospheric pressure through three glass cold traps, whereof the second is immersed in a waterrice mixture and the third one in an acetonerdry ice mixture. The samples from the other phase are expanded through two cold traps, whereof the second is immersed in an acetonerdry ice mixture. Each first cold trap is kept at a temperature as low as possible but high enough to prevent a crystallization of the cresols clocking the glass tubes of the cold traps. In this way, each sample is split into a condensable part caught in the cold traps and gaseous carbon dioxide. The difference in weight of the cold traps before and after sampling caused by the condensate gives the mass of the components other than carbon dioxide, typically 1–2 g. In case of binary condensates in the cold traps Ž either ethanolq one cresol isomer or o-cresolq p-cresol., the relative amounts of these components in these condensates are determined by gas chromatography ŽGC. . The amount of carbon dioxide in a sample is determined volumetrically in the same way as described by Pfohl et al. w1x.
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3. Experimental procedure 3.1. Equilibration First, the equilibrium cell and buffer are evacuated below 1 hPa. Then appropriate amounts of the molten cresols are sucked into the equilibrium cell before appropriate amounts of ethanol are added to the autoclave with the syringe pump. Finally, the temperature of the bath is adjusted and carbon dioxide is added to the cell in order to achieve the desired pressure. The necessary amounts of cresols and ethanol, so that the ends of the different sampling capillaries come to lie in different coexisting phases, are estimated based on the geometry of the autoclave, estimated phase compositions and phase densities calculated with the EOS by Peng and Robinson w4x. The buffer is filled in a way that the pressure is the same as in the equilibrium cell and that the lower phase should have the same composition as the lower phase in the equilibrium cell. After starting the stirrer, further carbon dioxide is continuously added to the cells in order to make up for pressure drops caused by solvation effects. After the pressure in the equilibrium cell is constant without the necessity of adding further carbon dioxide, the stirrer is operated for ; 6 additional h. Afterwards, the phases are allowed to settle ; 8 h before samples are taken. 3.2. Sampling Sampling generally begins with the lower phase. In order to avoid pressure drops when sampling, the valves between the pressure-controlled pump, the third autoclave, the buffer, and the middle of the equilibrium cell ŽV22, V14, V15, V17X . are opened. In this way, the pressure-controlled syringe pump holds constant the pressure inside the equilibrium cell by pumping carbon dioxide into the buffer and pressing the equilibrated lower liquid phase of the buffer into the middle of the equilibrium cell. Before taking the first sample, the capillary is rinsed with an appropriate amount of the equilibrium cell content to minimize errors owing to the internal volumes of the capillary and sampling valve as explained by Pfohl et al. w1x. Then three samples from the lower phase are taken. Because only relatively small samples from the lower phase have to be taken in order to receive enough sample condensate in the cold traps and because the syringe pump pumps equilibrated liquid from the buffer into the equilibrium cell, the equilibrium inside the equilibrium cell is not disturbed by this procedure. Afterwards, three samples from the upper phase are taken in the same way as described for the lower phase but with the buffer connected to the bottom of the equilibrium cell ŽV17 instead of V17X . . When sampling the carbon dioxide-rich phase at 10 MPa, where the solubility of cresols in carbon dioxide is very small and huge samples are taken in order to receive enough condensate in the cold traps, the liquid content of the buffer often only lasts for the first sample. But experiments showed that in the cases where carbon dioxide passing the buffer enters the equilibrium cell, the second and third samples from the gas phase give the same results as the first sample. The carbon dioxide entering the equilibrium cell at the bottom becomes saturated when passing the liquid phase on the way up to the gas phase like in the apparatuses constructed for dynamic measuring methods. 3.3. Sample analysis For the ternary system, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide, the binary condensate, o-cresolq p-cresol, in the cold traps is dissolved in acetone and analyzed by GC. A calibration series using standard samples dissolved in acetone with different weight ratios, o-cresolrp-cresol, is used to calculate the weight ratios, o-cresolrp-cresol, in the samples directly from the peak–size ratios.
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For the ternary system, cresolq ethanolq carbon dioxide, the binary cold trap condensate, cresol isomerq ethanol, is dissolved in 1-butanol. A calibration series using standard samples dissolved in 1-butanol with different weight ratios, cresolrethanol, is used to calculate the weight ratios, cresolrethanol, in the samples directly from the peak–size ratios. 1-Butanol was used although it is a less suitable solvent than acetone because the column purchased for the analysis of other high-boiling compounds Ž DB-5, JW Scientific. could not separate ethanol and acetone sufficiently. 3.4. Sample density The mass of carbon dioxide added by the syringe pump in order to keep the pressure constant during sampling allows the calculation of its volume at the temperature and pressure in the equilibrium cell w5x. Neglecting the excess volumes, the hysteresis of the syringe pump controller in combination with the compressibility of the cell content, this carbon dioxide volume is assumed to be the sample volume and allows an estimate of the sample density, because the sample mass is known. 4. Materials Carbon dioxide with a purity of better than 99.99% was obtained from KWD, Bad Honningen, ¨ Germany. o-Cresol Ž809692, guaranteed purity: 99%. , ethanol Ž 1.00983, 99.8%. , and 1-butanol Ž1990, 99.5%. were obtained from Merck-SchuchardtrMerck, Darmstadt, Germany. p-Cresol ŽC8,575-1, 99%. and 1-nonanol Ž13,121-0, lot 08931, lot analysis: 99.4%, own analysis by GC with flame ionisation detector: 99.5 area%. were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany. Acetone Ž3480, ) 99.9% by GC. was obtained from Riedel-de Haen, ¨ Seelze, Germany. No efforts were made to further purify any of the components. 5. Experimental results 5.1. Binary systems The compositions of the coexisting phases are listed in Tables 1–4. The cresol data are also shown in Fig. 2 together with results by Pfohl et al. w1x.



Table 1 CO 2 q o-cresol T wKx



P wMPax



x o-cresol wmolrmolx



yo -cresol wmolrmolx



323.15



10.2 14.2 20.1 25.0 26.8 9.9 15.2 20.2 25.0 30.0



0.554 0.511 0.410 0.339 one phase 0.803 0.693 0.579 0.467 one phase



0.0072 0.0355 0.0703 0.1184 0.2100 0.0364 0.0418 0.0561 0.0859 0.2610



473.15
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Table 2 CO 2 q p-cresol T wKx



P wMPax



x p-cresol wmolrmolx



y p -cresol wmolrmolx



323.15



10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.1 34.8 10.1 15.1 20.0 25.0 29.9 33.6



0.684 0.580 0.553 0.509 0.479 0.452 0.817 0.712 0.618 0.520 0.391 one phase



0.0031 0.0178 0.0271 0.0355 0.0443 0.0520 0.0283 0.0326 0.0427 0.0608 0.1028 0.3150



473.15



5.2. Ternary system, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide The phase equilibrium compositions for this system are listed in Table 5. Fig. 3 shows one Gibbs triangle with most of these data. Diagrams with the separation factors and gas phase loads are shown in Fig. 4.



Table 3 CO 2 qethanol at 373.15 K P wMPax



x ethanol wmolrmolx



yethanol wmolrmolx



7.0 10.0 13.3 15.0



0.780 0.654 0.464 one phase



0.0680 0.0733 0.1175 0.2842



Table 4 CO 2 q1-nonanol at 303.15 K P wMPax



L1 wmolrmolx x nonanol



L2 wmolrmolx x nonanol



rˆ L1 wgrcm3 x



rˆ L 2 wgrcm3 x



11.3 15.0 16.8 23.6 29.7 31.9 34.0



0.348 0.318 0.298 0.260 0.208 0.186 0.159



0.0202 0.0279 0.0314 0.0455 0.0659 0.0784 0.1039



1.078 0.943 0.857 0.844 0.879 0.892 0.909



0.861 0.861 0.861 0.943 0.904 0.896 0.922
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Fig. 2. Pxy diagrams for o-cresolqcarbon dioxide Ža. and p-cresolqcarbon dioxide Žb. at v s 323.15 K, B s 373.15 K w1x, and % s 473.15 K.



5.3. Ternary system, cresol isomerq ethanolq carbon dioxide The measured phase compositions in these systems are listed in Tables 6 and 7 and shown in Fig. 5.



Table 5 CO 2 q o-cresolq p-cresol T wKx



P wMPax



x o-cresol wmolrmolx



x p -cresol wmolrmolx



yo -cresol wmolrmolx



y p -cresol wmolrmolx



rˆ L wgrcm3 x



rˆ V wgrcm3 x



323.15



15.1 19.9 24.9 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.9 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 21.9 22.1 22.0 22.0 22.0 24.1a 25.8 a 28.2 a



0.2832 0.2514 0.2256 0.4719 0.4279 0.0841 0.0109 0.4916 0.4295 0.2778 0.0843 0.0118 0.4185 0.3731 0.2434 0.0781 0.0105 0.2263 0.2027 0.1683



0.2789 0.2524 0.2290 0.0106 0.0769 0.4650 0.5438 0.0109 0.0778 0.2745 0.4697 0.5575 0.0093 0.0680 0.2432 0.4346 0.5077 0.2210 0.1959 0.1645



0.0164 0.0242 0.0319 0.0311 0.02583 0.00372 0.000464 0.0255 0.0217 0.0119 0.00337 0.00046 0.0467 0.0391 0.0201 0.00538 0.000677 0.0265 0.0338 0.0474



0.0117 0.0184 0.0258 0.000541 0.00357 0.0149 0.0166 0.000445 0.00304 0.00885 0.0139 0.0156 0.000866 0.00582 0.0158 0.0230 0.0249 0.0217 0.0290 0.0442



1.06 1.02 1.02 1.02 0.94 1.00 1.04 0.89 0.94 0.86 1.07 0.89 0.82 0.86 0.83 0.87 0.87 n.a. n.a. n.a.



0.78 0.85 0.92 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.63 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.63 0.66



356.15



373.15



a



Pfohl et al. w1x. The densities calculated here are based on unpublished material.
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Fig. 3. Left side: Gibbs triangle for o-cresolq p-cresolqcarbon dioxide with experimental data at I s Ž356.15 K, 18.3 MPa., v s Ž373.15 K, 19 MPa., B s Ž373.15 K, 22 MPa.. Solid lines are predictive calculations with the Peng–Robinson EOS based on binary equilibria, only Žsee text.. Right side: the corner with the gas phase is enlarged.



Fig. 4. Cresol load of carbon dioxide and separation factor between the cresol isomers determined experimentally in the ternary system, o-cresolq p-cresolqcarbon dioxide at I s Ž356.15 K, 18.3 MPa., v s Ž373.15 K, 19 MPa., and B s Ž373.15 K, 22 MPa..
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Table 6 CO 2 qethanolq o-cresol at 373.15 K P wMPax



x ethanol wmolrmolx



x o -cresol wmolrmolx



yethanol wmolrmolx



yo -cresol wmolrmolx



10.1 10.1 10.0 10.0 20.0 20.0 20.0



0.0450 0.1810 0.3863 0.5424 0.0362 0.1056 0.1807



0.6848 0.5478 0.3482 0.1717 0.4430 0.3560 0.2460



0.0029 0.0087 0.0253 0.0449 0.0046 0.0170 0.0436



0.0039 0.0031 0.0021 0.0012 0.0323 0.0312 0.0333



5.4. Accuracy



(



2



The mean relative reproducibility, 1rn exp Ý n exp 1rnÝ nis1 Ž Ž x i y x . rx . , of all n exp determined mole fractions of n samples is 2% which is in agreement with error analysis, taking into consideration the inaccuracies of all measuring instruments w6x. Numerous test measurements in different systems show that data obtained with this apparatus are in good agreement with literature w6x. Obtaining data for the system, 1-nonanolq carbon dioxide ŽTable 4. , with the above apparatus caused no problems although measurements have been carried out at nearly isopycnic conditions because of barotropy Žcompare densities of coexisting phases in Table 4.. Fig. 6 shows that these data are much more consistent than the corresponding data by Schneider w7x and Pohler et al. w8x that indicate inappropriate ¨ phase settling because of the similar phase densities.



6. Discussion of experimental results 6.1. Binary system, cresol isomerq carbon dioxide Pfohl et al. w1x measured high-pressure fluid phase equilibria in several binary systems containing hydroxymethylbenzenes and carbon dioxide at 373.15 K at 10–30 MPa. Owing to the decreasing ability to form hydrogen bonds in the series, phenol) mrp-cresol) o-cresol) toluene, the miscibility with carbon dioxide continuously increases. The difference in the behaviour of o-cresol compared



Table 7 CO 2 qethanolq p-cresol at 373.15 K P wMPax



x ethanol wmolrmolx



x p -cresol wmolrmolx



yethanol wmolrmolx



y p -cresol wmolrmolx



10.0 10.2 10.0 20.0 20.0 30.0



0.1679 0.3865 0.5431 0.1205 0.2373 one phase



0.5882 0.3624 0.1863 0.4075 0.2361



0.0081 0.0237 0.0420 0.0137 0.0468 0.0650



0.0020 0.0013 0.00086 0.0181 0.0213 0.2250
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Fig. 5. Left side: Gibbs triangles for ternary systems, o-cresolqethanolqcarbon dioxide Ža. and p-cresolqethanolqcarbon dioxide Žb., at 373.15 K with experimental data at v s10 MPa, B s 20 MPa, and % s 30 MPa. Solid lines are predictive calculations with the Peng–Robinson EOS based on binary equilibria, only Žsee text.. Right side: the corners with the gas phases are enlarged.



to m-rp-cresol was explained with screen actions of the methyl groups against hydroxy groups in and Moorthi w3x and Iwai et al. w2x. Fig. 2 ortho-position, in agreement with the work by Ksia˛zczak ˙ shows that the differences between o-cresol and p-cresol become more pronounced at low temperature. The reason is that—contrary to entropic effects—enthalpic effects like hydrogen bonding are more pronounced at low temperature. m-Cresolq carbon dioxide can be expected to have nearly identical miscibility gaps as p-cresolq carbon dioxide. The miscibility gaps for both systems measured by Pfohl et al. w1x at 373.15 K and 10–30 MPa were identical within measuring accuracy. The data for the system, p-cresolq carbon dioxide, at 323.15 K from Table 2 are also very similar to the data for the system, m-cresolq carbon dioxide, at 328.2 K by Lee and Chao w9x. Additionally, estimated critical points for the systems,
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Fig. 6. Pxy diagram for 1-nonanolqcarbon dioxide at 303 K. v s Lower phase, `s upper phase. Large symbols: data taken here. Small symbols: scattering data by Pohler et al. w8x with data at 20 MPa corrected according to Schneider w7x. ¨



w10x, Pfohl m-cresolq carbon dioxide and p-cresolq carbon dioxide, based on the data by Waterling ¨ w x w x et al. 1 and the data presented here agree well 6 . 6.2. Ternary system, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide Inspired by the different sizes of the miscibility gaps in the systems, o-cresolq carbon dioxide and p-cresolq carbon dioxide, the separation of o-cresol and p-cresol by means of supercritical carbon dioxide was investigated. Most of the experiments have been carried out at Ž I. 373.15 Kr19 MPa, ŽII. 373.15 Kr22 MPa, and ŽIII. 356.15 Kr18.3 MPa. A comparison of Ž I. and Ž II. yields the effect of pressure at constant temperature Ž 373.15 K. , a comparison of Ž I. and Ž III. , the effect of temperature at similar loading of the gas phase Ž40 g p-cresolrkg CO 2 ., and, finally, a comparison of ŽII. and ŽIII. yields the effect of temperature at constant CO 2 density Ž 530 kgrm3 .. The separation factor, a o-r p -cresol s Ž yo -cresolryp -cresol .rŽ x o -cresolrx p -cresol ., represents the difficulty of separating o-cresol from p-cresol and can serve as a direct measure for the required height of a countercurrent column for a given separation. The gas phase loading is a measure of the required solvent-to-feed ratio and thus, operating costs and column diameter. Fig. 4 shows the separation factors and gas phase loadings for binary cresol mixtures with 2–98% of each cresol isomer experimentally determined here. Comparing ŽI. and Ž III. shows that an operation at the higher temperature would not only require a taller column but also more solvent. The comparison between ŽII. and ŽIII. shows that the better separation factors for Ž III. are achieved on the expense of a higher amount of solvent necessary. The measurements at 323.15 K at high pressure show that the differences in the phase densities become small ŽTable 5., not allowing to benefit from the high gas phase loadings and good separation factors in countercurrent columns because of bad hydrodynamics. The separation is discussed in detail in w6x. 6.3. Ternary systems, cresol isomerq ethanolq carbon dioxide The phase equilibrium measurements in the systems, cresol isomerq ethanolq carbon dioxide, give evidence about the suitability of ethanol as a modifier in order to increase the solubility of the
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cresols in carbon dioxide. A higher solubility of the cresols would lower the necessary solvent-to-feed ratio Žsee above. and might lead to lower separation costs. Brunner w11x discusses the use of modifiers in supercritical fluid extraction in detail. Fig. 5 clearly shows that adding up to 20% ethanol at 373.15 K and up to 20 MPa does not increase the cresol load of the gas phase at all. On the contrary, the addition of ethanol at 10 MPa leads to a reduced uptake of cresols in the gas phase: the interactions between ethanol and cresols in the gas phase are not even strong enough to compensate at low ethanol concentrations that the binary system, ethanolq carbon dioxide, is subcritical.



7. Calculations The phase equilibria determined experimentally in this study and by Pfohl et al. w1x have been correlated using seven different EOS. Here, a comparison of three simple cubic EOS on one hand, and four elaborated EOS explicitly accounting for intermolecular association Ž phenol, cresols, ethanol, and water. on the other hand, gives evidence if the latter EOS are superior. 7.1. Cubic EOS The PR-EOS and the 3P1T EOS have been used as proposed by Peng and Robinson w4x and by Yu and Lu w12x, respectively. They are not described here, therefore. Pfohl et al. w13x have shown that these EOS manage to represent the behaviour of pure fluids like carbon dioxide very well. In order to overcome the limitations of the corresponding states principle with three parameters when modelling polar and associating fluids, a modification of the PR-EOS with a volume-translation according to Peneloux et al. w14x and a modified alpha function according to Mathias w15x has also been included in the comparison: Eqs. Ž1. – Ž 4., Ž5a. and Ž 5b. . The Mathias alpha function ŽEqs. Ž 5a. and Ž 5b.. offers two parameters, k and p 1, for fine-tuning the shape of the vapour pressure curve and additionally leads to a physically sound behaviour of the attractive forces at high reduced temperatures w16x. The fact that the proposal by Mathias does not yield a zero temperature derivative at the critical point, contrary to what he writes Žmaybe due to a type setting error exchanging c and d . is of no great importance here, because this was an arbitrary setting, anyway. For c˜ s p 1 s 0, this modification, called PR-DVT hereafter, reduces to the simple PR-EOS at subcritical temperatures. Ps



RT Õ˜ y b



aŽ T . s a Ž



y



TcX



b s 0.0778



aŽ T . Õ˜ 2 q 2 bÕ˜ y b 2



. aŽ



RTcX PcX



TrX ,



,



X



v.



with



with



aŽ



TcX



Õ˜ s Õ q c, ˜



. s 0.45724



Ž1. R 2 TcX 2 PcX



and



TrX s TrTcX ,



Ž2. Ž3.
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k s 0.37464 q 1.54226 v X y 0.26992 v X 2 ,



Ž4. 2



for TrX - 1: a Ž TrX . s 1 q k 1 y TrX y p 1 Ž 1 y TrX .Ž 0.7 y TrX . ,



ž



ž



( /



for TrX ) 1: a Ž TrX . s exp c ž 1 y TrX d /



ž ž



k



2



//



Ž 5a .



/



with



cs1q



2



q 0.3 p 1 and



ds



cy1 c



.



Ž 5b.



The primes ŽX . indicate that the pure-component EOS parameters, TcX , PcX , and v X , do not necessarily haÕe to be set equal to Tc , Pc and v from the experiment—but can be. TcX and PcX are the calculated critical values for the PR-DVT EOS Ž but not for the PR-CPA EOS if association is included, see below.. 7.2. Association EOS Four EOS explicitly accounting for association have been included in the investigation. Statistical Associating Fluid Theory ŽSAFT. by Chapman et al. w17x, and Huang and Radosz w18–20x has been used as proposed by Huang and Radosz w19,20x. In SAFT, all molecules are modelled as chains of covalently bonded spheres with the possibility to associate according to the physical theory. Because this sphere chain model was shown to give poor results near critical points of pure compounds w13x and some equilibria have been investigated near the critical point of carbon dioxide, the SAFT modification by Pfohl and Brunner w21x is also included in the comparison. In this modification, the supercritical fluid is not modelled as a sphere chain but as a convex body Ž CB. in order to allow an excellent representation of its near critical region w13x. In addition to SAFT and SAFT-CB, two EOS have been investigated where an association part is added to a simple cubic EOS. These EOS reduce to the original cubic EOS for non-associating compounds. Anderko w22,23x proposed to add an association part according to the chemical theory to the cubic 3P1T EOS by Yu and Lu w12x. His ‘AEOS,’ that incorporates the linear association scheme according to Kempter and Mecke w24x for alcohols and phenols, was used here. Finally, a self-made ‘Cubic-plus-Association’ Ž CPA. EOS, using the SAFT association part as proposed by Kontogeorgis et al. w25x, Voutsas et al. w26x, and Yakoumis et al. w27x, was investigated here: Eqs. Ž 2. – Ž 4. , Ž5a., Ž5b. , Ž6. – Ž11.. The four differences of this EOS compared to Tassios’ CPA EOS and the benefits thereof are briefly explained here. Ž1. Tassios’ SRK-CPA EOS is based on the Soave–Redlich–Kwong Ž SRK. EOS w28x for physical interactions. Because Peng and Robinson w4x and Pfohl et al. w13x showed that the PR-EOS is superior to the SRK EOS when modelling systems with carbon dioxide, the PR-EOS is used for physical interactions here. Ž2. Tassios’ EOS requires four pure-component EOS parameters for physical interactions: aŽ Tc,exp ., b, k , Tc,exp . In this study, we benefit from the idea to scale T in Eqs. Ž5a. and Ž 5b. by TcX Ž which is given by the ratio of a and b in Eqs. Ž2. and Ž3.. instead of Tc,exp . This reduces the number of adjustable pure-component EOS parameters to three. Ž3. Tassios uses the original alpha function by Soave w28x which is known to give unphysical results at high reduced temperatures w16x. This can become important for supercritical compounds and this can also become important for associating compounds at subcritical temperatures because the temperature TcX used for scaling the temperature can be lower than the experimental temperature according to Eq. Ž 2. . Therefore, the extension of the alpha function by Mathias w15x is also used here.
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Ž4. Tassios uses the radial distribution function of pure fluids in mixture calculations, because it is less complicated to obtain derivatives w29x. In this study, the true radial distribution function for mixtures is used, instead. RT aŽ T . RT Ea˜asso Ps y 2 q r, Ž6. Õyb Õ q 2 bÕ y b 2 Õ Er
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with the pure-component parameters a and b adapted from the PR-EOS, i.e., from Eqs. Ž 1. – Ž 4. , Ž 5a. and Ž5b. after setting c˜ s p 1 s 0. For zero values of ´ or k , the PR-CPA EOS becomes the PR-DVT modification. Comparing the above equations with the equations by Huang and Radosz w19,20x and Gupta and Johnston w30x and observing Ž k Airm. SAFT f 2.1 Ž b Ai . CPA , the association parameters of the PR-CPA EOS can be related to enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bonding: D h HB s yNA ´ for DÕ HB s 0, D s HB f R ln Ž 2.1m b .



Ž 12 . Ž 13.



where m is the chain length in SAFT.



7.3. Mixing rules In order to obtain the mixture parameters for each phase, the pure-component parameters a i Ž T . Žand u irk for SAFT, compare Ref. w21x. have been averaged according to the one-fluid mixing rule proposed by Mathias, Klotz and Prausnitz Ž s‘MKP’ w31x, Eq. Ž14.. . aŽ T . s Ý i
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This mixing rule for aŽ T . has two adjustable interaction parameters for each binary subsystem because k i j s k ji and l i j s yl ji . It reduces to the original van der Waals mixing rule with one empirical correction parameter per binary system if all l i j are set to zero. In combination with the SRK EOS and PR-EOS, this mixing rule led to good predictions of phase equilibria in previous work in ternary systems containing carbon dioxide and associating compounds at high pressure w1,6,32x. In addition, this mixing rule has recently been proved to be the best simple mixing rule under
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investigation for the prediction of phase equilibria in the ethanolq chloroformq hexaneq acetone system and its ternary subsystems based on the binary subsystems which do not suffer the so-called Michelsen–Kistenmacher syndrome w33x. Michelsen and Kistenmacher w34x pointed out that previous mixing rules—like the well-known one by Panagiotopoulos and Reid w35x Ž ‘PaRe’. —are unacceptable because sub-dividing one fraction of molecules x i in arbitrary sub-fractions xXi and xYi with x i s xXi q xYi leads to different calculation results. This finding is not purely theoretical and becomes important for the isomer separation, i.e., separation of nearly identical compounds as encountered in this study. Fig. 7 shows that this theoretical failure of the PaRe mixing rule is directly related to the failure in describing the ternary system, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide. Subdividing the o-cresol fraction in the system, o-cresolq carbon dioxide, leads to bend binodals in contrast to theory which enforces straight lines; the same wrong curvature is calculated for the real system, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide. The MKP mixing rule which does not suffer the Michelsen–Kistenmacher syndrome gives straight lines for both systems. The parameters b and c for the mixture have been obtained by averaging the pure-component co-volume parameters bi and c i arithmetically. 7.4. Pure component parameters The pure-component EOS parameters have been adjusted in such a way that each set of parameters enables the EOS to represent selected pure-component properties from literature best. The data sources and resulting parameters are listed in Table 8. The following will briefly summarize the procedures of their determination which is described in detail by Pfohl w6x. The EOS parameters TcX and PcX have been set equal to the experimental values known from literature for the three cubic EOS. The acentric factors from literature were also used as input for the PR-EOS and 3P1T EOS. The parameters v X , c˜ and p 1 for the PR-DVT EOS have been optimized by



Fig. 7. Gibbs triangle for o-cresolq p-cresolqcarbon dioxide at 373.15 Kr22 MPa. Experiment: v. Calculations: PR-EOS with MKP and PaRe mixing rule. ‘or o-Cresol’ identifies the calculated binodals for the synthetic system, o-cresolq ocresolqcarbon dioxide, in order to demonstrate the deficiencies of the PaRe mixing rule suffering the Michelsen–Kistenmacher syndrome Žsee text.. The parameters for the MKP mixing rule are from Table 10 ŽSection 4., the parameters for the PaRe mixing rule have been set in a way that it yields identical calculations as MKP for the binary systems w6,40x.
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Table 8 Pure-component EOS parametersa CO 2



Phenol



o-Cresol



m-Cresol



p-Cresol



Toluene



Ethanol



Water



Literature source for data regression w36x w37x w37x



w37x



w37x



w37x



w37x



w38x



Cubic EOS (PR, PR-DVT, 3P1T) Tc 304.13 694.25 Pc 7.377 6.13 v 0.225 0.426



697.55 5.006 0.434



705.85 4.56 0.449



704.65 5.15 0.513



591.79 4.109 0.264



516.25 6.384 0.637



647.3 22.12 0.344



PR-DVT EOS vX 0.22 cr b –b p1 –b



0.42784 y0.10277 y0.09214



0.4314 y0.08279 y0.09343



0.44634 0.068943 y0.23011



0.51882 y0.12185 y0.0594



0.26185 0.026637 y0.04738



0.65708 0.069322 0.13667



0.3437 0.2252 0.06882



PR-CPA EOS Sites 0 TcX 304.13 PcX 7.377 vX 0.22 ´rk – b – y D hHB c – – y D s HB c



2 600.05 5.0406 0.304 b 2152.1 0.044842 17 900 9.5



2 687.89 4.6052 0.339 b 1953.4 0.004622 16 200 26.9



2 710.53 4.7915 0.339 b 2510.9 0.001213 20 900 38.1



2 696.66 4.6547 0.339 b 2333.8 0.003653 19 400 28.9



0 591.79 4.109 0.264 – – – –



2 404.62 5.5241 0.15 b 2812.3 0.009757 23 400 38.5



3b 545.82 22.1248 0b 2258.6 0.018517 18 800 27.0



AEOS TcX PcX vX y D hHB y D s HB



304.13 7.377 0.225 – –



652.61 5.6158 0.286 b 20 958 89.004



634.50 4.3819 0.315 b 20 397 82.278



692.09 4.7189 0.315 b 22 458 95.282



675.26 4.6083 0.315 b 23 121 92.268



591.79 4.109 0.264 – –



443.84 6.5476 0.15 b 24 560 96.263



517.43 25.706 0b 24 994 94.195



SAFT Sites u0r k Õ 00 m er k ´rk k y D hHB c y D s HB c



0d 216.08 13.578 1.417 40 b – – – –



2 290 b 14 b 3.3788 10 2329.3 0.07172 19 400 21.9



2 290 b 14 b 4.0032 10 1861.8 0.07486 15 500 21.6



2 290 b 14 b 4.0461 10 2263.5 0.05019 18 800 24.9



2 290 b 14 b 4.0480 10 2329.3 0.04252 19 400 26.3



0 251.72 12.608 4.1684 10 – – – –



2 213.87 12.449 2.4384 10 2791.2 0.025819 23 200 30.4



3 574.96 12.304 1b 1b 1940.4 0.011717 16 100 37.0



b



Units: Tc , TcX , er k, ´ r k, u 0 r k wKx, Pc , PcX wMPax, v , v X , m, k , cr b, p 1, b w – x, Õ 00 wcm3rmolx, D h wJrmolx, D s wJ moly1 Ky1 x. b Details: Pfohl w6x. c Calculated from ´ r k and b Ž k . using Eqs. Ž12. and Ž13., respectively. d SAFT sphere chain parameters for CO 2 by Huang and Radosz w18x. The SAFT-CB Žconvex body. parameters for CO 2 have been optimized by Pfohl and Brunner w21x. a
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minimizing the deviation between calculated and experimental values of vapour pressures and liquid volumes given by Eq. Ž 15.. deviations
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Ž 15. The parameters for the strongly associating compounds described by the EOS explicitly accounting for association have also been fine-tuned in order to minimize the deviation given by Eq. Ž 15. . Because the high number of adjustable parameters would not always lead to physically sound association parameters, some parameters for the physical interactions have been set to values which are likely for non-associating homomorphs of the substances Ž complete description: Ref. w6x.. These parameters are printed boldface in Table 8 in order to give the boundary conditions for which the tabulated parameter sets are best. 7.5. Binary parameters The binary interaction parameters k i j and l i j have been adjusted in order to optimize the reproduction of the compositions of the coexisting phases in the binary systems at 323.15 K, 373.15 K, and 473.15 K determined experimentally in this study and by Pfohl et al. w1x by minimizing the deviation given by Eq. Ž16.. The so-derived binary interaction parameters and averaged deviations defined by Eq. Ž16. are listed in the first three sections of Table 10 and first three sections of Table 11, respectively. deviation Ž T . s
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Further, the interaction parameters for o-cresolq carbon dioxide and p-cresolq carbon dioxide determined at 373.15 K have been used to predict the behaviour of these systems at 323.15 K and 473.15 K in order to compare the predictions with experiment. Some of the comparisons are shown in Fig. 8. The average deviations calculated for Eq. Ž 16. for the predictions are given in the last section of Table 11. Because all predictions for 323.15 K Žexcept SAFT and SAFT-CB. yield miscibility gaps that are far too small, a rating is given instead of numbers. 7.6. Ternary calculations Using the binary interaction parameters from above, phase equilibria in multicomponent systems can be predicted at similar temperatures. The phase equilibria measured in the ternary systems, o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide and cresol isomerq ethanolq carbon dioxide, which were measured here and the equilibria in the systems, hydroxymethylbenzene derivativeq water q carbon dioxide, measured by Pfohl et al. w1x have been predicted this way using the seven different EOS described above. The binary interaction parameters for the binary systems, o-cresolq p-cresol and cresol isomerq ethanol, have been set to zero, because these systems are completely miscible at the
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Fig. 8. Phase equilibria for o-cresolqcarbon dioxide Ža, c. and p-cresolqcarbon dioxide Žb, d. at B s 323.15 K and v s 473.15 K compared to predictions with ŽI. PR-DVT EOS, ŽII. PR-CPA EOS, ŽIII. AEOS, and ŽIV. AEOS where CO 2 is modelled as associating compound w6x. The binary parameters had been adjusted to the equilibria measured at 373.15 K before Žsee text..



conditions investigated experimentally and an ideal mixture in the sense of the EOS inÕestigated could give information if accounting for hydrogen bonds yields advantages here.



8. Discussion of calculation results 8.1. Pure component behaÕiour With the exception of the phenol parameters for the PR-CPA EOS Ž yD s HB«20 J moly1 Ky1 ., the resulting association parameters are very reasonable as discussed in detail by Pfohl w6x. The association energy for o-cresol is lower than the association energy for the other cresol isomers for all EOS, in agreement with the methyl group shielding the hydroxy group in ortho-position as mentioned
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above. Further, the values for association energy and entropy for SAFT and the PR-CPA EOS are in and Moorthi w3x. The higher values of the entropy good agreement with data published by Ksia˛zczak ˙ for the AEOS determined here are in good agreement with entropies for the AEOS determined by Anderko w22,23x. The EOS explicitly accounting for association manage to describe the vapour pressure curves and liquid densities of the pure associating components much better Ž Table 9. than the three cubic EOS with the parameters determined above ŽTable 8. —similar to what is often shown in literature. But, this is mainly due to fitting a high number of parameters of the association EOS to these properties rather than predicting the properties based on the corresponding states principle which cannot be used as a measure of EOS quality, therefore. For the sake of a real comparison, all pure-component parameters of the simple cubic EOS have been treated as adjustable parameters in the lower four lines of Table 9. The results indicate that the simple cubic EOS can reproduce the pure-component properties as well as the association EOS, if the number of fit-parameters is similar: the PR-DVT EOS with four Ž v X ' v . or five adjustable parameters works as well or better than any of the association EOS here. Second, it is remarkable that none of the association EOS manages to predict the critical points of the pure associating components well. Table 9 shows the extent of overprediction of the critical point of water calculated with each EOS. SAFT, especially, fails here—similar to the investigation for non-associating compounds by Pfohl et al. w13x. These overpredictions are a measure for the model not being able to sufficiently describe all PÕT properties of the pure components well and Pfohl and Brunner w21x showed that this leads to calculated gas phase densities being remarkably off. The last four lines of Table 9 show that the simple cubic EOS not accounting for association manage to predict the critical point of pure water as well or better than the three EOS accounting for association. Since Pfohl et al. w13x also showed that fixing the critical point under such circumstances either leads to high deviations in Eq. Ž 15. or physically unreasonable parameters, the association EOS are not necessarily to be seen much superior in the description of the pure-component behaviour, here. Table 9 Description of pure-component properties of the associating species water, ethanol, phenol, o-cresol, m-cresol, and p-cresol with parameters from Table 8 EOS



Average: D P sat w%x



Average: DÕ Lsat w%x



EOS as used for calculations and described in the text 3P1T 11.1 12.8 PR 15.5 11.4 PR-DVT 3.3 8.6 SAFT 2.8 3.7 PR-CPA 1.5 3.2 AEOS 3.0 3.1



Water: DTc wKx



Water: D Pc wMPax



0 Žset. 0 Žset. 0 Žset. 75 40 20



0 Žset. 0 Žset. 0 Žset. 20 9 3



Cubic EOS, not setting TcX sTc , PcX s Pc , and v X s v (for comparison, only) 3P1T 4.9 6.7 24 PR 4.8 4.8 23 PR-DVT a 3.5 1.6 16 PR-DVT 2.2 1.4 22 a



Used with four fit parameters by setting v X ' v — similar to PR-CPA, AEOS, SAFT.



6 5 6 6
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Table 10 Binary interaction parameters PR ki j



PR-DVT



li j



ki j



3P1T



li j



ki j



SAFT



li j



ki j



PR-CPA



li j



ki j



li j



0.0713 0.0844 0.0800 0.0880 – y0.0220 0.1152 y0.0035 y0.0147 y0.0256 0.1332



0.0723 0.0776 0.0788 0.0938 0.0779 0.0884 0.0743 0.0965 0.1310 – 0.0056 y0.0116 0.0786 0.1490 same as SAFT same as SAFT same as SAFT same as SAFT



ki j



AEOS



li j



0.1235 0.1689 0.1137 0.1493 0.1144 0.1628 0.1247 0.1992 0.0871 – y0.0258 0.0035 0.0859 0.2131 y0.0606 0.0736 y0.0755 0.0213 y0.0957 0.0008 y0.0054 y0.1963



ki j



li j



0.1350 0.2177 0.1183 0.1785 0.1202 0.1852 0.0981 0.1685 same as 3P1T y0.0477 y0.0206 0.0630 0.1847 y0.0310 0.2000 y0.0414 0.1253 y0.0614 0.1051 y0.0336 0.1724



Parameters regressed in order to receiÕe optimum representation at 323.15 K and 10–35 MPa CO 2 q o-cresol 0.1160 0.0870 0.1136 0.0909 0.1153 0.0919 0.0603 CO 2 q p-cresol 0.1020 0.0530 0.0992 0.0570 0.0978 0.0581 0.0708



0.0493 0.0726 0.0636 0.0823



0.0636 0.0666



0.1225 0.1227



0.1408 0.1397



0.1376 0.1312



0.1553 0.1468



Parameters regressed in order to receiÕe optimum representation at 473.15 K and 10–35 MPa CO 2 q o-cresol 0.0673 0.1031 0.0922 0.0931 0.0569 0.1186 0.0672 CO 2 q p-cresol 0.0585 0.1169 0.0821 0.1095 0.0489 0.1408 0.0692



0.1358 0.0644 0.1241 0.0677



0.1575 0.1446



0.0901 0.0825



0.0933 0.1200



0.0604 0.0570



0.1943 0.1809



CO2 q cresol isomer parameters in order to receiÕe an exact reproduction of (extrapolated) mole fractions for binaries at T [K] and P [MPa] o-, 356.15r18.3 0.1275 0.1432 0.1269 0.1454 0.1341 0.1725 0.0683 0.0705 0.0739 0.0905 0.1324 o-, 373.15r19.0 0.1214 0.1439 0.1224 0.1436 0.1280 0.1782 0.0705 0.0832 0.0731 0.1082 0.1221 o-, 373.15r22.0 0.1269 0.1459 0.1266 0.1432 0.1346 0.1752 0.0679 0.0707 0.0740 0.0855 0.1304 p-, 356.15r18.3 0.1065 0.1200 0.1060 0.1241 0.1095 0.1556 0.0695 0.0885 0.0724 0.1123 0.1253 p-, 373.15r19.0 0.1047 0.1297 0.1059 0.1318 0.1074 0.1700 0.0699 0.1071 0.0705 0.1298 0.1185 p-, 373.15r22.0 0.1047 0.1171 0.1052 0.1171 0.1086 0.1511 0.0702 0.0868 0.0746 0.1035 0.1231



0.1937 0.1745 0.1835 0.2119 0.1986 0.1934
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Parameters regressed in order to receiÕe optimum representation at 373.15 K and 10–35 MPa CO 2 q o-cresol 0.1211 0.1325 0.1219 0.1320 0.1223 0.1451 0.0658 CO 2 q m-cresol 0.1378 0.1057 0.1366 0.1187 0.1388 0.1212 0.0717 CO 2 q p-cresol 0.0998 0.1000 0.1008 0.1013 0.0980 0.1130 0.0703 CO 2 q phenol 0.0906 0.0822 0.0910 0.0848 0.0892 0.0941 0.0674 CO 2 q toluene 0.0798 – 0.0866 – 0.0710 – 0.1097 CO 2 q water 0.0774 y0.2151 0.0909 y0.2233 0.0704 y0.2125 y0.0158 CO 2 q ethanol 0.1111 0.0759 0.1160 0.0790 0.1046 0.0830 0.0666 H 2 O q o-cresol y0.0520 0.0569 y0.0469 0.0557 y0.0487 0.0577 0.0016 H 2 O q m-cresol y0.0721 0.0812 y0.0626 0.0777 y0.0672 0.0829 y0.0069 H 2 O q p-cresol y0.0903 y0.0435 y0.0856 y0.0449 y0.0828 y0.0377 y0.0128 H 2 O q toluene 0.1008 0.3700 0.1059 0.3706 0.0986 0.3699 0.0972



SAFT-CB
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8.2. Reproduction of binary equilibria With the exception of some l H 2 O – toluene values, the optimum interaction parameters listed in Table 10 are of the order of 0.1 and indicate that none of the EOS is an absolutely inadequate model for the investigated systems. For a given system, the binary parameters for the three cubic EOS are nearly identical, indicating that these EOS are very similar. The interaction parameters for the cubic equations with additional association part Ž PR-CPA and AEOS. are not smaller than the interaction parameters for the simple cubic EOS, indicating that although incorporating association, the same amount of corrections is necessary. The magnitudes of the interaction parameters for SAFT and SAFT-CB are only about 50% of those for the other EOS, but this is seen as a consequence from the SAFT interaction parameters being defined on segment basis, thus influencing the behaviour of a molecule with a chain length of m / 1 multiple times. The optimum interaction parameters for SAFT-CB are insignificantly larger than the values for SAFT, in agreement with prior findings and probably due to the larger differences in the intersegmental potentials w21x. Table 11 shows that none of the association EOS manages to reproduce the behaviour of the binary systems with carbon dioxide as good as the simple cubic EOS: the relative error when describing the liquid phase is about the twofold, the relative error when describing the carbon dioxide-rich phase is about the threefold. This finding is in agreement with the findings by Jennings et al. w39x who determined relative errors with SAFT that were two to three times larger than those with a cubic EOS when describing carbon dioxideq 1-alkanol systems at 315–337 K and 5–12 MPa. Both SAFT and SAFT-CB give very similar results, indicating that original SAFT does not fail because of a poor description of pure carbon dioxide Ž compare Refs. w13,21x. . The PR-CPA EOS and the AEOS give least accurate results than the same EOS without accounting for association ŽPRrPR-DVT and 3P1T., not allowing to attribute any positive results to the incorporation of association here. Using the AEOS and modelling carbon dioxide as weakly associating according to



Table 11 Average deviations of phase composition reproductions and predictions ŽEq. Ž16.. in binary systems using different EOS w%x Cubic EOS PR



EOS with association term PR-DVT



3P1T



Reproductions of systems with carbon dioxide at 373.15 K Ž D x r x . liquid 3.0 3.3 4.5 Ž D x r x .gas 4.9 5.3 6.6



SAFT



SAFT-CB



PR-CPA



AEOS



5.4 18.3



6.1 18.9



7.3 10.0



9.7 14.6



1.5



2.5



18.5 3.6



29.4 3.7



poor 7.7



poor 15.6



Reproductions of LLE in systems water q benzene deriÕatiÕe (both phases) 373.15 K 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.6 sSAFT Reproductions of systems cresol isomer q carbon dioxide (both phases) 323.15 K 11.2 12.6 14.6 14.6 473.15 K 3.1 2.7 3.0 3.9



19.3 2.4



Predictions of systems cresol isomer q carbon dioxide based on parameter from 373.15 K (both: o-cresol and p-cresol. both phases) 323.15 K poor poor poor good good 473.15 K 12.7 7.0 15.3 10.7 11.2
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Anderko w23x, by using his parameters for carbon dioxide andror using the second interaction parameter in order to fine-tune the cross-association, does not improve the performance of the AEOS significantly w6x, minimizing hopes that a more complicated approach yields much better results. Table 11 shows that the LLE with water and the equilibria at 473.15 K are described within measuring accuracy by all EOS. The former is probably due to the usage of two interaction parameters for the representation of equilibria with mole fractions that are nearly independent of pressure in the range investigated, while the latter is probably due to reduced specific interactions at high temperatures in experiment and calculations. 8.3. Prediction of binary equilibria Table 11 and Fig. 8 show that the predictions of the cresol q carbon dioxide phase behaviour at 323.15 K from the interaction parameters derived at 373.15 K are poor except when using SAFTrSAFT-CB. The failures of the AEOS and PR-CPA EOS indicate that the benefits of SAFT should not be attributed to its association term which is identical to that of the PR-CPA EOS but should be attributed to the different reference system, i.e., hard spheres instead of van der Waals theory. 8.4. Prediction of ternary equilibria Results of ternary predictions using the PR-EOS are shown in Figs. 3, 5 and 9 as well as by Pfohl et al. w1x and Pfohl w6x for some other systems with hydroxymethylbenzenes, carbon dioxide, and water. The resulting binodals of the predicted three-phase regions using the PR-EOS are generally in good agreement with the measurements. The predictions using the other two cubic EOS do not differ much from these predictions. In most cases, the differences between calculated and experimental results cannot be seen when simply looking at the binodals alone. Instead, the slopes of the tie lines, i.e., separation factors, have also to be considered Ženlargements in Fig. 5.. The predicted separation factors a i j Ž i, j / CO 2 . are poor—independent of the EOS used: more than 50% error for cresolq



Fig. 9. Gibbs triangles for the ternary system, m-cresolqwaterqcarbon dioxide, at 373.15 K and 20 MPa with experimental data by Pfohl et al. w1x. Solid lines are predictive calculations with the Peng–Robinson EOS and the Anderko EOS using binary parameters regressed from the binary subsystems Žsee text..
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ethanol and about 10% for o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide. Because the values of a o-cresolr p -cresol are very close to unity, an error of 10% would lead to an error in the height of a multistage countercurrent column of about 30% and is therefore unacceptable. Modelling the ternary systems with water using the AEOS, predictions with bend binodals are observed contrary to experiment Ž Fig. 9.. Although it is possible that these bend lines result from modelling water with the linear association model on the one hand, it is unlikely on the other hand, because SAFT does not yield these bend binodals if water is modelled with two instead of three sites w6x. Because the binary systems, i.e., the borders of the ternary systems, have been described poor with the EOS incorporating association, the predictions of the ternary systems with the same parameters are also less accurate than the predictions with the cubic EOS. The first row in Table 12 shows that the relative errors in the predicted mole fractions of the ternary systems using these association EOS is twice of that using the simple cubic EOS—in agreement with the different quality of the reproductions of the binary subsystems. 8.5. Further predictions of ternary equilibria In order to eliminate the poor representation of the binary systems in the predictions of the ternary systems, additional predictions of the separation factors in the o-cresolq p-cresolq carbon dioxide system have been carried out. For these predictions, the binary interaction parameters for the cresol isomerq carbon dioxide binaries have been adjusted in such a way that the Ž extrapolated. mole fractions of both phases in each binary are exactly reproduced at the temperature and pressure of the ternary measurements ŽFig. 7 and Ref. w6x.. The determination of such parameters for the AEOS was not possible due to the occurrence of three-phase splitting. The resulting sets of binary parameters for the different conditions investigated experimentally are listed in the last paragraph of Table 10. The relative errors in the predicted separation factors of the ternaries, this way, are shown in the last line of Table 12. The predictions using SAFTrSAFT-CB are best, but again, the bad performance of the PR-CPA EOS Ž which also uses the SAFT association term. implies that this good performance of SAFT is, at least to a great extent, caused by the different non-associating reference system. Table 12 Average relative deviations in predicted mole fractions ŽEq. Ž16.. and separation factors in ternary systems Žbased on binary systems. w%x Cubic EOS PR



EOS with association term PR-DVT



3P1T



SAFT



SAFT-CB



PR-CPA



AEOS



Predicted mole fractions in systems benzene deriÕatiÕeq H2 O qCO2 at 373.15 K (all phases) D xr x 12.7 13.2 13.2 24.7 25.1 15.6



22.2



Predicted separation factors a ethanol – cr esol in systems with CO2 at 373.15 K D a ra ) 50 ) 50 ) 50 ) 50 ) 50



) 50



) 50



Predicted separation factors a o- cr esol r p - c r e s o l in the ternary system with CO2 1st line: k, l / f (T,P); 2nd line: k, l s f (T,P) D a ra 9.4 9.4 13.5 11.2 13.8 15.1 4.5 4 4.1 2.3 1.6 5.4 D a ra a



Results from a cancellation of errors: D ycresol r ycresol f 50%.



1.6 a
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9. Conclusions High-pressure phase equilibria in binary and ternary systems with o-cresol, p-cresol, ethanol, and carbon dioxide have been investigated experimentally at 323.15–473.15 K and pressures between 10 MPa and 35 MPa. These data expand the database for high-pressure equilibria in systems containing w10x, and Lee and hydroxymethylbenzenes obtained in earlier studies by Pfohl et al. w1x, Waterling ¨ Chao w9x. The separation of o-cresol and p-cresol using supercritical carbon dioxide was investigated, as was the effect of adding ethanol in order to enhance the solubility of the cresols in carbon dioxide. The dependences of the gas phase solubilities and the separation factor between the two cresols on temperature, pressure and overall composition were shown. The separation factor is low and clearly indicates that the even more difficult separation of m-cresol and p-cresol—which still is a challenging task in industry—will not be economic with supercritical carbon dioxide at the conditions investigated. Ethanol was shown to be no good entrainer, not leading to an increased uptake of cresols in carbon dioxide here. The database provided in this study and by Pfohl et al. w1x was used to evaluate the capabilities of seven different EOS. The three investigated simple EOS not accounting for association generally allowed better reproductions of the measured equilibria than the four association EOS. The EOS explicitly accounting for association could not prove to be superior in modelling or predicting any of the equilibria measured here. Two slight benefits of SAFTrSAFT-CB in predicting the measured equilibria cannot be attributed to the incorporation of association, because the PR-CPA EOS accounting for association in the same way as SAFT failed.



10. Additional materialr r software used The Windows version of the software PE Žs Phase Equilibria. by Pfohl et al. w40x, which is based on the UNIX version of PE used for the phase equilibrium calculations in this publication and previous publications by Pfohl et al. w1,13,32x, Pfohl w6x, and Pfohl and Brunner w21x, can be obtained from http:rrvt2pc8.vt2.tu-harburg.de.



11. List of symbols Latin symbols a,b aasso a˜asso A i , Bj c,d c˜ Di , Di j e gi j D hHB



EOS parameters in some cubic equations association part of Helmholtz energy association part of Helmholtz energy reduced by RT characterizes association site A Ž B . on molecule i Ž j . pure-component EOS parameters for Mathias alpha function EOS parameter for volume translation according to Peneloux sphere diameters ŽEqs. Ž10. and Ž11.. pure-component EOS parameter: temperature dependence of u 0 in SAFT radial distribution function at contact ŽEq. Ž10.. enthalpy change when hydrogen bonding
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k Boltzmann constant ki j binary interaction parameter N number of compounds NA Avogadro number n number of samples taken from one phase Žtypically: 3. n exp number of determined mole fractions nf number of Ž averaged. mole fractions nv number of points on vapour pressure curve m pure-component EOS parameter: chain length in SAFT P pressure Pc critical pressure PcX pure-component EOS parameter, that can be set equal to Pc p1 pure-component EOS parameter for Mathias alpha function R universal gas constant entropy change when hydrogen bonding D s HB T temperature Tc critical temperature TcX pure-component EOS parameter that can be set equal to Tc X Tr reduced temperature Žscaling temperature: TcX . u0 pure-component EOS parameter: intermolecular potential depth in SAFT Õ molar volume pure-component EOS parameter: sphere volume in SAFT Õ 00 HB volume change when hydrogen bonding DÕ Õ˜ translated molar volume ŽEq. Ž1.. xi mole fraction of component i Ž x L1, x L2 : in liquid phases, L1 and L2. X Ai fraction of non associating sites of type A on molecule i yi mole fraction of component i in gas phase Greek symbols ai j relative volatility, separation factor: Ž yiryj .rŽ x irx j . b Ai pure-component association parameter for site A on molecule i b A i Bj association parameter between site A on molecule i and B on molecule j A i Bj D association strength between site A on molecule i and B on molecule j ´ Ai pure-component association parameter for site A on molecule i ´ A i Bj association potential depth between site A on molecule i and B on molecule j k EOS parameter influencing the slope of the vapour pressure curve Ž Eqs. Ž 4. , Ž 5a. and Ž5b.. Ai k pure-component association parameter for site A on molecule i in SAFT k A i Bj association volume between site A on molecule i and B on molecule j li j binary interaction parameter in Eq. Ž 14. r molar density rˆ density estimate determined experimentally under some assumptions wgrcm3 x v acentric factor vX EOS parameter that can be set equal to v ji abbreviations defined in Eq. Ž11.
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